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MORAL SUBSTITUTE FOR WAR

International Federation of Nations Under a Cosmopolitan Constitution

How the Nations of the World Could Protect Themselves Against Foreign Invasion Without the Use of
Armies and Navies

There are now about sixty more or less independent Nations in the world. They all maintain
expensive armies and navies of various strength and war spirit.

The annual cost of equipping and maintaining these armies and navies has become an enormous
burden to the producers of the world, and their destructiveness is still daily increasing at an alarming
rate. With the modern armaments and bomb-throwing aircrafts, no person, object or place on land
or sea is any longer safe from militant destruction, no matter how well prepared a defending nation
may be. We have, therefore, seemingly outgrown militant defense, as we may see by the horrible
carnage of modern warfare.

Is there, then, really no better way of adjusting international differences than by savage torture,
death and destruction? Can the Nations not adopt a safe moral substitute for war? Let us see.

We know that our City Wards and Precincts have learned to cooperate under one Municipal Charter,
the Counties of the State under one State Constitution, and the States of the Nation under one
Federal Constitution.

Then why should not the Nations of the world be equally able to co-operate harmoniously under
one COSMOPOLITAN CONSTITUTION as a Federated Union of Nations without the use of armies and
navies, the same as the States of a Nation do without militant rivalry?

Would it then not be to the highest interest and greatest protection to every Nation to adopt and
sign some such a world Constitution as the following provisional outline sketch suggests? Should
not the United States now take the initial step in launching such a desirable world movement for
international peace and defense?
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PROPOSED COSMOPOLITAN CONSTITUTION

Preamble —This brief, simple and humane CONSTITUTION is intended as a provisional Cosmopolitan
Constitution and an effective means of permanent International Defense, based on the mutual
benefits and protection to the Nations of the world. Such an International Federation of Nations
could be designated as the United Nations of the World, its written Constitution as the Cosmopolitan
Constitution, its national representatives officially assembled as the World's Congress, and the
established meeting place of the World's Congress as the International Capital, or any other
suggestive names that may be selected.

Article I. The name of this International Federation of Nations could well be known as the United
Nations of the World.

Article II. The object of the United Nations of the World should be to restore and permanently
maintain international peace, encourage gradual universal disarmament, arbitrate all international
discordances, and establish security and defense by developing mutuality in commerce, industry and
travel among the Nations.

Article III. Every Nation of the United Nations of the World could be entitled to one or more
Delegates, or National Representatives, to the World's Congress, which could be in continuous
session at The Hague, or any other established International Capital, to ARBITRATE in a manner
not inconsistent with the letter and spirit of the Cosmopolitan Constitution all INTERNATIONAL
DISCORDANCES that may from time to time arise, and every Nation that pledges its national honor
and subscribes to this Constitution is eligible to join the United Nations of the World, and reap the
full benefit of international harmony and world-wide self-protection against international invasion,
or withdraw from it at any time.

Article IV. We, the undersigned Nations, do hereby agree that any Nation, whether a member of this
International Federation or not, that hereafter sends its army or navy into any other country for
any COERCIVE purpose whatsoever, should be ostracized and boycotted by all the signatory Nations
until its army and navy have returned home, the conquered domain receded, the plunder restored,
and all damages that resulted from the invasion reimbursed. To this end do we, as progressive and
peace-loving Nations, individually and jointly pledge our earnest support and sacred honor.

Article V. Inoffensive navigation and traffic in the air and on the high seas should be left completely
free and undisturbed to all individuals and Nations of the world.
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Article VI. Every citizen that goes into another country should go there at his own risk, the same as if
he now enters the danger zone of belligerent Nations, and behave himself so in word and deed that
he needs no other protection than his own civility toward the natives and the laws and customs of
that foreign Nation of which he voluntarily makes himself a temporary or permanent inhabitant. If
he regards this unsafe, he should not venture there.

Article VII. Every Nation in the United Nations of the World should encourage its people not to
manufacture and sell munitions of war for export, so as not to become indirect participants in the
deplorable carnage of any foreign war.

Article VIII. With the consent of three-fourths of the Nations belonging to the United Nations of the
World, any number of amendments may be made at any time to this Cosmopolitan Constitution.

(Signatures)

March 20, 1916

DESIRABLE RESULTS OF A WORLD CONSTITUTION

The liberal adoption of some such a Cosmopolitan Constitution by an International Federation of
Nations will, no doubt, produce many desirable results. Prominent among them may be mentioned
the following:

1. Every Nation will be left as free and independent to manage its own national affairs as it is at
present.

2. Substantially all the self-respecting Nations would, no doubt, like to have an opportunity to join
some such a world-wide Union of Nations for self-protection and mutual benefits, if the matter
would be judiciously presented to them by the proper officials.

3. All international differences would be peacefully ARBITRATED by the World's Congress, instead of
being decided by the brute force of war.

4. The present national hatred and envy would then soon turn into friendly mutuality, the same us
they did among our Union of States under our Federal Constitution.

5. Foreign invasion would thereafter seldom or never occur.
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6. The national ostracism and boycott as pledged in the Cosmopolitan Constitution by the signatory
Nations would peacefully enforce the constitutional penalty without armies and navies.

7. Militarism, with all its horrible deaths and funeral pyres, destruction of property and unbearable
war debts, would then soon be a thing of the past.

8. Universal disarmament would, no doubt, automatically follow as a result of national self-
interest and growing refinement, so that the World's Congress would soon have few if any cases to
ARBITRATE.

As official, editor, and other worker for human betterment, will you lend your aid and influence
by word and deed in the matter of promoting the organization of the International Federation of
Nations, harmoniously united under one Cosmopolitan Constitution, on the basis of peaceable
international defense and mutual benefits?

What changes, if any, would you propose in the Cosmopolitan Constitution? As editor, will you kindly
discuss the merits and demerits of some such a World Constitution? Suggestions, opinions, and
friendly criticisms on these important points will be greatly appreciated.

Henry Olerich, 2219 Larimore Ave., Omaha, Nebr., U. S. A.

This is a brief synopsis of an address recently delivered by Prof. Henry Olerich before the Omaka
Jacksonian Club and also before the Omaha Woman's Club.


